Securely Enable Distance Learning and Administrative Collaboration

You don’t need classrooms or campuses for collaboration

Education is changing. Teaching, learning, and administrative decision-making don’t have to take place in-person. Students are more digitally engaged than ever before. Equipped with laptops, tablets, and mobile phones, they can tap into technology-driven engagement outside of physical classrooms and campus spaces. Educators can collaborate seamlessly with fellow educators and administrators, and can facilitate meaningful communications with and between students through remote access and distance learning. But how do you offer students the experiences they want and provide educators the tools they need, while ensuring that it’s done securely?

With Cisco, you can securely expand your learning models and enhance administrative collaboration. Allow your courses to thrive outside the confines of a classroom, empowered by collaboration and seamlessly secured. Teach and learn - anywhere. Interact through chat, polling, Q&A, secure file sharing, and digital whiteboarding capabilities. Revolutionize administrative productivity with an open collaboration foundation. The possibilities are endless.

Benefits

- Securely enable teaching and learning anywhere and at any time.
- Drive continuity of learning by expanding reach beyond the classroom or lecture hall.
- Enable administrative decision-making and collaboration across virtual teams.
- Protect your institution by providing a secure foundation for distance learning.
- Boost administrative collaboration and streamline communications.
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“No matter what is happening in the world, we believe that it is critical to continue educating the leaders, dreamers, scientists, clinical researchers, caretakers, and doctors of tomorrow. That’s why we are passionate about ensuring the continuity of learning through our Cisco education solutions portfolio.”

Renee Patton
Director for Healthcare and Education,
Global Industries Solutions Group, Cisco

Teach, learn, and collaborate anywhere

Offer cloud-based online classes and cross-functional collaboration in any location, while securing your connection through Cisco AnyConnect®. Cisco Umbrella® blocks threats as you scale cloud application use. The Cisco Webex® Education Connector integrates our cloud-based collaboration solutions with your learning management system.

We are committed to expanding the boundaries of what’s possible in education and redefining the education of tomorrow, from making life easier for administrators to optimizing student experiences and helping secure and simplify the transition to the virtual classroom.

Cisco® education solutions help you to:

- Collaborate seamlessly to drive distance learning and virtual administrative decision-making.
- Host webinars, share presentations and recordings, hold virtual meetings, whiteboard, and schedule office hours across your devices.
- Secure increasingly remote users as they connect to internal resources or collaborate via cloud applications.
- Protect your users and your school or university: Verify identities through Multifactor authentification (MFA) and simplify application access through single sign-on (SSO).

Remove the physical boundaries around education to continue teaching and learning

Are you ready to transition to distance learning? Connect, secure, and enhance how you approach teaching and learning with Cisco today. For additional information on our solutions, and to prepare your educational institution for distance learning, see our Cisco Education Portfolio Explorer and visit our Webex distance learning page.